Using binding competitors of albumin to promote the removal of protein-bound uremic toxins in hemodialysis: Hope or pipe dream?
Chronic kidney disease is associated with the accumulation of a large range of uremic retention solutes as referred to as uremic toxins. Some of these compounds belong to the group of Protein Bound Uremic Toxins (PBUT) due to their tight interactions with plasma proteins and especially serum albumin. These PBUT therefore exist in the bloodstream into two forms: a major bound (and non-diffusible) fraction and a minor free fraction. As a result, these compounds are poorly removed by most of the renal replacement therapies (such as hemodialysis) and their concentration can hardly be decreased in end-stage renal disease patients. An increase of the free fraction of PBUT could be achieved using chemical displacers that could compete with PBUT for binding to serum albumin. This review summarizes and discusses the interest of chemicals displacers as a valuable option to enhance PBUT removal in CKD patients.